1. Standards on Dot Matrix Fonts

China has released 27 national standards (GB) and 12 industrial standards on dot matrix fonts for Hanzi(s). The fonts cover all CJK unified ideographs, from 11x12 to 64x64, in Song (宋), FangSong (仿宋), Kai (楷) and Hei (黑). All Hanzi processing products, including domestic and imported, must conform to 1 standard at least, as long as the matrix fonts are used.

2. Proposals on Small Seal Script (小篆) and Khitan Large Script (契丹大字).

China and TCA jointly proposed to encode 10,516 Small Seal characters during WG2#63. See WG2N4634.

China also proposed WG2N4631 for encoding 2,218 Khitan Large Script characters.